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Dr. Ira M. Langentlwl n.:ceil'ed 
his B.E.E. from City Coll·�ge in 1959 
and M. Eng. and Ph.D. in Elec!rical 
Engineering from Yale UniFersity in 
1960 and 1%4 respectiuely. His doc­
toral research work n:as supported 
through a /Jell Telephone Labora­
tories Research Gran/ and culminat­
ed in a dissertation entitled, "An 
Anal_vsis of Random Angle /I,Iodu­
lated Waveforms." ln 1961, he u:as 
the recipient of the lioneyu·ell Aumrd for his distin­
guished individual performance in gmduate electrical 
engineering. 
Wh£/e attending Yale, Dr. /,angenthal was consultrmt 
to Hazeltine Resear;;·h Division, working in the areas of 
modulation theory and signal analysis for p!tlsc com­
pression systems and m ult£ph� target detection studii!S 
for high resolution rodar. W !rile at Hazeltine full time 
( 1960-1962) he worked in the areas of commzwica­
tion and synchronization theory, signal processing, noise 
analysis, stochasti.c processes, detection and coding 
theory. 
At Gendal Applied .Science Laboratories, flater 
lvlarquardt Industrial Products Company) one area oj 
his work had been concerned U-'ilh a slatisiical analysis 
of radar returns from turfmlent ionized wakes. 1'his 
was primarily concerned with the concepts of non-sta­
tionary correl<ttion and spt�ctral analy-sis of the radar 
rdum. In addition to the above, he U.'fl.l' concemcd with 
modulation theory, sampling and quantizing theory and 
digital filtering and its application to signal processing 
and analysis. He has also been involved with funded 
contract work in digital fr:ltering and its application to 
advanced commw1.ication s:ystcms. During the month of 
july, 1966, Dr. Langen tlwl teas in vi ted by the l nstitute 
for Deje11se Analysis (!. D. A.) to participate in a study 
program eoncerned uith the signal processing techniques 
applicable to military communication satellites. 
In April 1967, Dr. Lan�;cnthal participated in the 
founding of Signal Analysis Industries Corporation, 
where he is presently Vice-President and Director of Re­
swrch. Dr. Langen thal has supervised and performed 
analysis work in the area of digital filtering for com­
munication applications and non-coherent signal proc­
essing techniques with applications in A.S.Tf'. and radar. 
During the past I\·� years, Dr. Lrwgentlzal has been 
spending considerable time in sales and marketing, de­
veloping new markets and applications for SA !COR's 
signal processing equipment as u·ell as defining new 
product concepts. 
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ABSTRACT 
ln the past instrumentation available to the diag­
nostician for analysio< of machinery problems was limited 
to s>vept narnrwband filter sy;;:tems and, less import ant. 
parallel narrowband filter systerns. Althou�h useful for 
analysis of noise and vibration problems, this equipment 
had the disadvantage of bein:r relativelv slow and re· 
quiring frequent adju�!ment. ·· 
· 
Presently available inst rnmen tali on operates in 
what is described as ''Heal Time" i.e .. the analysis equip­
ment uses various tedmiques that allow all available 
data to he analvzed and the results presented with no 
appreci;tble delay. A cornmonlv used technique is the 
"time compression" !edmique where data is stored digi­
tally, ('ompressed, and converted to a high frequency 
signal for analysis by conventional swept filter tech­
niques. This approach has proved lo be more and more 
popular in recent years. Heduction in the over-all size 
of these instruments, addition of desirable features, and 
improved reliability have all contributed to this growing 
popularity. 
These time compression �peetrum analyzers are 
most frequently used in studying vibration problems. 
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Using a self-contained averager, they provide Power 
Spectral Density characteristics that aid the user in 
studying his particular vibration problem. Their com­
pactness allows easy installation at remote machinery 
sites and "on-the-spot" diagnosis. 
A relative newcomer to the instrumentation field is 
the digital correlation and probability analyzer. This 
instrument performs a wide variety of analysis functions 
that were extremely difficult or impossible to accom­
plish a short time ago. 
Correlation Analysis provides a quantitative meas­
ure of the degree of similarity between waveforms as 
they are shifted relative to one another in time. If the 
signal is being compared w ith itself, the resulting func­
tion is an autocorrelation. Any two different waveforms 
may be compared via cross-correlation. 
The detection of signals in noise, the determination 
of dynamic system errors, automatic adjustment and 
control of processing plants, localization of interference 
sources, directional reception of signals, determination 
of speech patterns and evaluation of ballistocardiograms 
are but a few applications. 
Probability Analysis is concerned with the ampli­
tude variations or properties of a waveform. The proba­
bility density function provides information concerning 
the likelihood that a function lies within prescribed 
(amplitude-voltage) bounds. The probability that a 
measurement will not exceed a particular value is pro­
vided by the probability distribution function. In addi­
tion to being a measurement descriptor vital data is 
imparted by this probability information. The likeli­
hood of excessive wind gusts, the determination of peak 
structural loading, the evaluation of system nonlineari­
ties, the determination of error rates and other perform­
ance criteria and the verification of analytical models 
are some of its many uses. 
In some applications it is necessary to detect the 
presence of a signal buried in noise and to preserve its 
waveform. For a particular class of waveforms this is 
accomplished by a SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT or signal 
recovery procedure. 
These digital instruments have characteristics simi­
lar to the time-compression spectrum analyzers in that 
they can be readily moved to a required machine site, 
provide on-line analysis, and move on to a new assign­
ment. Numerous operator convenience features and 
high reliability contribute to their popularity. 
In complex systems such as multi-stage turbines, the 
sources of noise and vibration are numerous and com­
plex. The dual channel correlation analyzer offers the 
ability of identifying a particular source and determines 
its contribution to the over-all vibration level. 
A third category of currently available processing 
tools is the software oriented Fast Fourier Transform 
Analyzer ( FFT l. This device most commonly offers a 
wide range of processing capabilities including those de­
tailed above. This approach offers all processing re­
quirements in one package. Primary disadvantages are 
size which precludes convenient transport to a local job 
site and relatively high cost which prevents truly wide­
spread use. 
These systems are most frequently seen in the de­
sign center where various concepts can be implemented 
and evaluated on prototype systems prior to commitment 
to production. 
Future trends in analysis instrumentation go toward 
more compact, all digital, higher speed operation. Most 
promising is the hard wired FFT that combines the 
advantages of present day portable spectrum analyzers 
and correlators with the wider range of functions avail­
able in software oriented systems. Specifically, systems 
will be available with significantly higher processing 
speeds and finer resolution. These features will allow 
the user to perform more detailed analysis of his ma­
chinery problems to identify and correct problem areas 
before they become troublesome. 
